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### Abstract

It is shown that tactical military data processing need not be different from commercial data processing in terms of the computer architectural features required to support applications programs. The general lack of specific performance data from execution of operational tactical programs makes it difficult to evaluate architectural issues with current military computers or to compare future candidates; however, sufficient data are available to develop general conclusions concerning computer architectures. (over)
It is recommended that the military capitalize on currently available commercial computer architectures and keep careful track of commercial research and development efforts.
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A COMPARISON OF TACTICAL MILITARY
AND COMMERCIAL DATA PROCESSING
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS

INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATION

The proliferation of different types of computers within the Department of Defense (DOD) at all levels has recently become a source of general concern. Such proliferation is a major factor both in the high costs of developing and maintaining military software and in the problems of reliability, training, logistics, and hardware maintenance. The Navy/Army Computer Family Architecture (CFA) program has addressed this situation by selecting an existing computer architecture that can serve as the basis for a standard military family of computers. The family concept allows presentation to the programmers of a uniform set of upward-compatible (in software) machines that can be implemented across a spectrum of hardware technology to produce individual machines tailored to particular cost/performance requirements. This means stabilizing software at the computer architectural level. Such stabilization has been commercially practiced for at least a decade, allowing a cost/performance range of 500:1 to be implemented by means of a rapidly changing technology. Standardization on a single family of computers allows for portable software, universally applicable training, reduced maintenance costs, and simplified information exchange while still encouraging a wide variety of implementations to cover the cost/performance spectrum of all military applications. Benefits could apply not only within the Navy (among various platforms, for example) but also interservice- and intersystem-wide within DOD.

Intraservice compatibility among platforms and interservice compatibility of information are already important goals that represent the key to providing increasing capabilities to share both information and processing loads in appropriate situations. By promoting compatibilities at the computer architectural level, we note that management of higher level requirements (e.g., data systems, networks, etc.) becomes more reasonable.

LEVELS OF STANDARDIZATION

It is important to distinguish clearly between (1) computer architecture as it is the concern of CFA and this report and (2) the physical details of how that architecture is implemented. The architecture of a
machine is the logical description of what it can do—exactly and completely what the programmer needs to know in order to write software. It is usually presented in a document called the "Principles of Operation" (P of O). The architecture or logical structure shall be kept totally distinct from the implementation where implementation includes details such as what technology is applied, how the registers are built and where they are located, or in what range of environmental conditions the equipment will operate properly.

Notice that it is also important to draw a boundary between two components of computer architecture, the instruction set or central processor architecture and the input/output (I/O) architecture. The latter necessarily might be highly hardware- or implementation-dependent. The interface between these two can be clearly defined in a few instructions (such as start and halt I/O, the test for status) belonging to the Central Processing Unit (CPU) instruction set architecture, while leaving the details to a separate I/O or so-called "channel" architecture.

For well-designed computer systems, there may be other levels of compatibility. Standardization at an operating system level is desirable to promote the sharing and stabilization of data processing application programs and to allow a single set of program development tools and support software to be applied to and amortized over all models of the baseline architecture. It implies compatibility both at the operating system interface and for nonprivileged (problem state) instructions. Instructions that must operate in some type of privileged mode may not need to be compatible (changes can be masked by small changes in the operating system) if a great deal of care is put into standardizing the operating system interfaces. This separation of user mode from privileged or operating system mode is crucial for identifying the set of programs or routines that can be used across the family of available computers, and is required if computer software systems are to be protected against accidental or intentional software faults.

It is interesting to consider the difference in defining an architecture (interface) at the instruction set level from one at the higher order language (HOL) level. In principle, both are possible, although experience and technical evaluations* have shown that it is much more difficult to specify a HOL interface (e.g., incompatibilities of so-called standard Fortrans and the Navy's Cobol standardization efforts). Computer manufacturers have generally decided to standardize at the instruction set level. Even so, most P's of O are not complete enough to enable programmers to write software without resorting to test cases on a real machine for individual instruction sequences.

---

* Lack of semantic completeness is even greater in HOL descriptions, where the individual functions are more powerful.
RELATED ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES

With these ideas in mind, the goal of this report is to establish what are the military tactical data processing computer architectural requirements. Armed with such information, we expect to be able to establish confidence in the ability of any particular architecture to meet tactical data processing needs. Our approach has been to survey the literature, to examine available tactical systems in detail, and to listen to as many people as possible who are responsible for planning and implementing tactical data processing systems. We expect some of our conclusions will be controversial, and we look forward to what informed debate and careful system scrutiny this should promote. DOD can well benefit from intelligent detailed examination of real tactical military data processing requirements and practices upon which improvements can be based.

Trends in data processing are indicating an ever-narrowing gap between military and commercial applications. This will be discussed later in more detail--it is presented now to pique your curiosity and to serve as food for thought as you peruse the next sections.

An issue that must be carefully considered for military and commercial implications is the effect standardization is beginning to have on the computer industry. New interfaces are being defined by major manufacturers so that standard functional modules can be put together with relatively little difficulty, alleviating the kinds of problems facing DOD. Included are various levels of standard hardware modules and standard software modules that need not be continually redesigned and/or programmed. If care is taken in such interface definitions, new technologies will be easy to fit into such kinds of systems. Notice that the current emphasis is on interface control, and recognize that standardization in general must be founded on definitions that will be flexible enough to not only allow, but actually promote, the introduction of new technology. Instruction set standardization was discussed above as an example of one such interface. Data communications is another area with lots of current activity in interface specification. IBM's System Network Architecture (SNA) and Digital Equipment Corporation's DECnet are examples of standards that have been proposed. The military must remain keenly aware of developing commercial standards and user acceptance levels so that their own specifications can be both compatible and flexible.

HOW TO CHARACTERIZE AN APPLICATION

We are primarily concerned with those ways to characterize the data processing requirements that have a major impact on the architectural features of a computer. It is first necessary to examine applications
for both generic and specific requirements that can be used either (1) to characterize the specific processing requirements of a particular application or (2) to imply necessary computer capabilities for similar applications.

TOP-DOWN APPROACH

A top-down approach to the characterization of applications begins with a survey of some generic functional categories that influence computer architectures, such as

- arithmetic
- display support
- communication
- data management
- resource control.

If we use the word "resource" in a general sense, these categories may be arranged in a hierarchical format to help identify their interdependencies (figure 1). This is meant as a conceptual aid, not as a definition of any strict boundaries. Successive refinement of these general functional categories, however, should lead to levels where requirement details can be analyzed for specific computer architectural implications such as those listed in table 1.

Table 1. Some Data Processing Requirement Details Having Specific Computer Architectural Implications

- language linkages and conventions
- process communication requirements
- event/interrupt handling and processing
- data type usage
- data structures used
- data conversions needed
- locality of reference of information and data
- arithmetic functions needed
- special character processing or editing requirements
- resource management and control requirements
- fail-safe requirements, reliability, and error recovery
MISSION-ORIENTED FUNCTIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

RESOURCE CONTROL*

DATA MANAGEMENT

DISPLAYS

*pArithmetic is an attribute of the Central Processing Unit Resource.

Figure 1. Interdependencies of Application Functions
Arithmetic

The simplest example of refinement leading to specific requirement details is in the category of arithmetic functions. Arithmetic functions can be analyzed in terms of operands (the types of numbers to be dealt with) and operations (the desired types of numeric manipulation). Operands are characterized by precision, which is the number of bits required to maintain the complete information content of a data item (e.g., 12-14 bits for sensor data), and dynamic range, which is the working range needed between minimum and maximum values (e.g., distances from 1 to 10^6 yards (1 to 10^6 meters)). Operations involve manipulation of the types of data such as integer addition, subtraction, and questions such as whether high-precision floating point comparison operators or special support for trigonometric functions are required. All these kinds of requirements imply specific computer capabilities which, if neglected at the architectural level, can result in poor cost/performance designs.

Data Management

Data management is another key function. Sometimes there are large amounts of input data ("external" data) to be dealt with and special output formats to be generated, and almost always there is a whole range of internal data manipulation to be considered. Without architectural support, such manipulations can be cumbersome and extremely time-consuming. Appropriate addressing techniques (for words, bytes or bits, for example) and operations on various-sized units of data must also be considered.

Display

Display requirements, in general, can include special character processing, conversion routines, and a great deal of data structure manipulation during construction of display files. For example, the symbols used for the Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) are not part of a commercial standard character set. Data communication uses similar functions and has additional protocol and error recovery considerations such as automatic parity generation. Both of these depend heavily on supporting functions which are closely allied to those of data management.

Armed with specific requirements such as those indicated above, one can analyze existing and proposed systems to see what needs are being satisfactorily addressed in contrast to what needs remain unmet. If the relative importance and frequency of usage of the particular features can be assessed, future systems can be designed with specific cost/performance architectural tradeoffs evaluated.
External devices that will be handled by computer systems may also have an impact on the architectural requirements of the computers. Some military devices have characteristics with direct commercial analogs (military radars and FAA radars; sonar sensors and seismic exploration sensors; military nuclear power plants and commercial power plants) while others (missiles versus manned space shots) are less comparable. The diversity of such equipment affects the computer instruction set architecture mostly in terms of data type requirements and is usually more applicable to determining the I/O architecture requirements.

Specific types of I/O related functions can be classified according to the kinds and amounts of data the interfaces handle and according to the functional sophistication implemented in the interfaces. Such data requirements have a definite impact on interface definitions and may influence internal architectures. I/O performance is also greatly affected by the interaction between the systems and their use by military personnel. System operator decision times and processing rates, as well as the frequency of use of various operational modes, have effects that are largely unknown and that are very rarely measured. Commercial systems are beginning to examine operator/system interactions through both measurement and modeling techniques. Their studies will provide valuable information that can be used with similar data gathered from military situations to improve the appropriate man/machine interfaces.

PROGRAM STATISTICS

Another way to characterize any application is to extrapolate from a statistical summary of its behavior on existing computers. This may be the best approach in the tactical data-processing case, where insubstantial information exists on specific architectural requirements, but where a variety of tactical programs have been implemented across a hardware/software spectrum. Analysis of these systems can provide some specific information (which may only reflect past requirements) concerning architectural details. It must be recognized that such details exhibit a certain degree of interdependence between the software implementations and the architectural features that were available on the particular computers programmed. Notice that in most cases these computers were allegedly designed to meet military requirements.

The IBM Federal Systems Division evaluates proposed and existing computer architectures by using benchmarks, a technique also useful in characterizing applications. The same parameters (table 2) whose benchmarks are designed to measure across competing architectures are equally valid in establishing the salient features of existing systems for a given application area. The appropriate benchmarks, i.e., programs allowing evaluation of the parameters, can be programmed and run on existing computer hardware to see how well needs are currently met.
Table 2. Architecture Parameters

- instruction execution time
- addressing mode frequency and capability
- instruction format and field usage
- instruction set richness
- extensibility of architecture to accommodate special instructions
- register structure and usage
- interrupt handling facilities
- I/O facilities

These parameters have also been used to establish a set of specific architectural characteristics (table 3) for which performance statistics can be gathered. Such data, coupled with consideration of the interdependency between what is used and what is available, should help to establish the architectural requirements of the application of interest.

Table 3. Measurable Architectural Characteristics

1. For the most frequently executed and representative application programs:

a. execution-time counts and percentage of occurrence of

   - each instruction type
   - register usage
   - various length instructions
   - indexed and nonindexed instructions
   - direct and indirect addressing instructions
   - data type usage (bit, character, half word, full word, double precision, floating point, etc.)
   - register operands and memory operands

b. execution times of longest, shortest, and most common paths through each program, including execution time of each occurrence of each subroutine
Table 3. (Cont'd) Measurable Architectural Characteristics

c. numbers of significant address bits and percentage of occurrence of each needed for displacements on branches and on memory references

2. Context switching overheads (time, memory, and register requirements):
   a. task to interrupt service routine
   b. interrupt to interrupt service routine to task
   c. task to task

Times may be in units of memory cycles. Overhead should include all between the last instruction executed (in interrupt service, for example) and the first instruction executed (in the user task).

3. Usage of intertask communication facilities--frequency and percentage of occurrence of:
   a. shared data areas
   b. global flags and pointers
   c. message queuing
   d. other

4. Arithmetic precision and dynamic range requirements:
   a. input data
   b. calculational
   c. output
   d. data formats (i.e., floating point, double precision, fixed, etc.) used for representation (frequency and percentage of occurrence)

5. Subroutine linkage conventions:
   a. linkage overhead
      • CALL (from caller to subroutine)
      • RETURN (from subroutine to caller)
   b. parameter passing--frequency and percentage of occurrence of
      • method (e.g., by name, by value, etc.)
      • number of parameters
      • types of parameters
The most effective general method of gathering statistics on current architectures is to instrument operational systems with special hardware and software to watch for and record occurrences of appropriate events. Instrumentation can be as simple as a small digital counter selectively connected to count certain pulses, or as sophisticated as special operating system facilities to trap certain types of instructions or to time-stamp events. The cost of implementing any of these tools definitely depends as much on their timely introduction into system development plans as on the inherent complexity of the mechanisms. It is generally more expensive to add monitoring features to an existing system than it is to plan and develop them along with the system itself.

Current commercial data processing systems increasingly have built-in features for both online performance monitoring and resource control. Operating systems such as Univac/1108 Exec 8 and IBM OS/VS2 are typical. Few military tactical systems have recognized (with funding) the high payoff such data-gathering and performance facilities can provide. Typically, information is usually collected only by manufacturers (like Univac or IBM) for their own market research and consequently, almost no literature exists that characterizes current tactical systems using this approach.

ARCHITECTURAL IMPACT OF APPLICATION DATA

In spite of the value of facts and figures in establishing application characteristics that can be used to influence the designs and directions of new computer architectures, some commercial and many military design efforts proceed in a much less formal and ad hoc manner. Marketing considerations and user suggestions seem to have the major impact with little publicity allocated to either. A typical example of the current methodology used to design new computer architectures is given in a recent paper titled "A Computer Architecture for an Advanced Real-Time Processing System" (ARPS). In giving design decisions, the authors relate that, "The design approach used with ARPS was to ascertain the problems our customers were encountering with their current machines. The result of this survey was a list of marketing and technical requirements that any real-time computer product should try to meet." The six major architectural requirements the ARPS was to satisfy were to:

1. Provide a virtual memory mechanism as an option
2. Provide stack facilities
3. Provide a system address space that was not limited by the instruction format
4. Use a tagged architecture concept for the CPU
5. Provide a fast context switch capability

6. Improve the I/O concepts being used on previous DOD systems.

Most of these requirements seem to stem from what is commercially available and "architecturally in vogue." The authors did not offer any evidence that these requirements are directly traceable to firm application requirements. One exception to this ad hoc design tendency was documented by IBM for the S/360.7,8

CHARACTERIZING TACTICAL MILITARY DATA PROCESSING

DATA PROCESSING VERSUS SIGNAL PROCESSING

It is necessary, in characterizing tactical military applications, to distinguish between data processing and special purpose applications such as signal processing. For example, it has been recognized that signal processing architectural requirements can be factored into a few high data rate kernel operations (complex addition and multiplication, etc.) plus a control function that can be performed by a general purpose computer. Consequently, an appropriate architecture for signal processing is a special-purpose limited-operation high data rate computer coupled to a general-purpose control computer. This is in sharp contrast to a general-purpose computer that should be designed to efficiently handle a wide variety of data processing and resource management functions. In other words, greater flexibility in function and wider applicability is a highly desirable CPU characteristic. This consideration reinforces the concept of a cost/performance spectrum of implementations based on a standard family architecture, as detailed by the CFA program.

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION

From the functional overview approach, current tactical data processing requires computers capable of managing the following (application-appropriate) resources:

* sensors
* communications
* weapons
* displays
* data.

Programs written for two military tactical computers (the AN/UYK-7 and the USQ-20) were used to gather characterization data for military application. Specifically, AN/UYK-7 fire control and sonar system programs under development were analyzed by gathering statistics from source program listings. This approach was dictated by the fact that
suitable computer system instrumentation did not exist and it was too costly to develop and install it for this study. Because frequency of source code occurrence and frequency of execution are not the same, the derived statistics will indicate trends in application characteristics rather than the actual values needed during program execution (table 4).

Table 4. Source Code Summary for a Tactical Data Processing System* (AN/UYK-7 CPU)

1. Instruction set utilization

48 out of 178 instructions accounted for 90% of code examined

50 out of 178 instructions were completely unused

2. Register utilization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage of total number of references</th>
<th>Number of registers to cover 50% of set references</th>
<th>Number of registers to cover 90% of set references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(arith)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(index)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(base)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Operand types (register, memory)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Percentage of register</th>
<th>Register/memory ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Items 1-6 are from a NUSC study reported by Tom Conrad.10
Items 7-9 are from a NUSC study reported by Ed Hayes.11
4. **Use of indexed instructions** 29% overall

5. **Use of indirect addressing** 3.5% overall

6. **Mean of length of jumps** 119 instruction lines overall (79% < 100)

7. **Average interrupt overhead**
   - (all classes) 17.6 µs 23.5 cycles

8. **Context switching overhead**
   - average interrupt handler to service routine (all classes) 4.5 µs 6 cycles
   - task to task (average weighted by static entry frequency) 73 cycles

9. **Parameter passing**
   - mean number of parameters passed (per subroutine call) 2.5
     - transfer method: accumulators 56
       - (percent) index registers 2.6
       - core memory 19
     - parameter types: integer 60
       - (percent) real 4
       - half circle* 33
       - binary string 2

---

*Half circle is a bit string technique for representing angles.*
Execution statistics were gathered from operational tactical programs on a USQ-20 computer. The USQ-20 is a single-accumulator CPU and, thus, a rather different architecture from multiple-register machines. The data presented in table 5 are the only available sample of execution statistics, and, thus, should not be compared with the source code statistics of the AN/UYK-7 programs.

Table 5. Execution Summary for a Tactical Data Processing System (USQ-20 Computer)

1. **Instruction set utilization**

   Eleven out of 62 instructions accounted for 90% of code executed.

   Eight out of 62 instructions were completely unused.

2. **Register utilization**

   1 accumulator
   1 arithmetic extension register
   7 index registers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reg #</th>
<th>Percentage of total number of references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (no indexing)</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Operand types** (recall only 1 accumulator and 1 extension):

   Less than 2% of instructions executed are strictly register reference (shifts).

4. **Use of indexed instructions**: 24% overall

5. **Use of indirect addressing**: not available
It is often stated that tactical military data processing has several unique characteristics that set it apart from commercial data processing. One of the first requirements usually put forth is realtime requirements or scheduling constraints. These have been discussed for command and control systems elsewhere,\textsuperscript{13} and are summarized here:

The most critical aspects include the time tolerances associated with the scheduling/dispatching and processing of tactical tasks, and the dynamic attribute of an ever changing, highly unpredictable tactical environment. These dynamic attributes of a tactical executive set it apart from the typical non-tactical executive, which operates in a well structured and fairly predictable environment, however it is obvious that many similarities do exist and in fact frequently outweigh the differences.

Particular examples that can be put forth as having time constraints equally stringent as military tactical systems are some of the NASA space and certain FAA applications. These examples also share another feature with tactical systems, that is, the "critical" or "life-and-death" nature of decisions (often considered unique to command/control systems). The analogy between tactical and nonmilitary does not, however, include translation of system failures into lost defense objectives.\textsuperscript{14}

Tactical data base management is sometimes posed as different from any other kind of data management, mainly in terms of the requirement to establish data validity. During a tactical operation the data base may decay and build up simultaneously.\textsuperscript{15} This means that just at the time a command decision may be necessary, valid and erroneous supporting data may be all mixed up together. Even after the operation it is no easy task to sort out and save only the correct information.

The preceding examples, whether viewed as unique features of tactical data processing or not, should be examined and refined to see what impact they have on computer architectural requirements. The ability to react to real-time environment-initiated tasks implies raw processing speed, speed that is derived basically from technological advances in switching speeds and from other implementation-dependent technology items (e.g., cache memory systems) that are invisible to a programmer at the instruction set level. Similarly, the ability to store and recall data quickly depends more on secondary storage access times and on channel data rates than on the available I/O instruction set. These unique features have no architectural impact at all beyond some general requirements that nearly every current commercially available computer satisfies in one form or another (such as interrupt processing systems for fast response to online devices, and disk systems for online data access).
It is also interesting to consider current military approaches to some of the other data processing characteristics where tactical demands are said to exceed commercial requirements such as reliability, availability, error control, and data security. Reliability can be provided in hardware by simple redundancy coupled with automatic self-checking procedures and by environmental hardening of the components. Certain important military applications have used such complete system redundancy because fault-tolerant hardware design is not mature enough to have been widely applied other than in some high-performance commercial machines and in selected space applications. It has been true that military hardware is generally more reliable and less susceptible to failure than commercial hardware. It cannot be assumed that this trend will continue because of certain market forces at work in the low end of commercial product lines. The wide application of minicomputers and microcomputers has encouraged environmental hardening of the computer components in order to gain access to an ever-expanding marketplace. It may well be that such commercial computer hardware will soon be sufficiently reliable for direct military use.

Software reliability is widely touted as necessary, but seldom planned for (in money or computer storage allocation), and frequently neglected in military systems. There is usually little enough memory planned for single copies of software modules, much less extra room for back-up, alternate, or checking copies. Software reliability does depend, to a large degree, on the architectural features of a machine. Errors in programming frequently result in attempts to execute operations that do not exist, and to store or retrieve data at locations that do not exist. In a well-defined machine (e.g., the more widely used commercial ones), these errors are detected and displayed so that they are easily handled by error recovery software, while in an ill-defined machine (e.g., AN/UYK-20) the results of such errors may be unpredictable or even undetectable. In general, commercial architectures are simply more well-defined than military ones.

Error checking and data validation are other aspects of military software that are sometimes neglected; therefore, even programs proven to be correct can go astray when given bad data. Yet experience has shown that the first thing cut from programs when size limitations are reached is the code that checks data against bounds or that provides for error recovery. This tends to be less true in the commercial world where market demands for reliability can be equal in scope to those for increased function.

Data security is currently an important commercial concern as well as a military one. Recent privacy regulations have begun to push manufacturers to provide facilities that should eventually be adaptable to military situations. The goal is to make the cost of getting access to
restricted information considerably higher than any value such information could have. It is to be expected that industry will concentrate a considerable research and development effort on architectures that will enhance data security. The military should track such work in order to capitalize on the appropriate results.

To summarize, nearly every characteristic that is usually put forth as a special requirement of military tactical data processing has already been addressed by commercial data processing with considerably more attention and detail. Therefore, although specific command/control application programs will still have to be written particularly for tactical systems (and will not be commercially available as off-the-shelf packages), the computer architectural features required do not differ from those also needed in commercial data processing applications.

ANALOGOUS COMMERCIAL DATA PROCESSING CHARACTERISTICS

A functional overview of commercial data processing is generally expressed as management of certain classes of resources such as processors, memory, peripheral devices and information. This characterization emphasizes functions that are common to all applications. Details are added, as appropriate, to build particular applications upon a common functional framework. It is this emphasis on commonality that makes the overview look different from that of tactical data processing, where application specifics intrude even at the higher functional levels.

An evaluation of a commercial computer architecture is summarized in table 6. Comparing these results with tables 4 and 5 for the AN/UYK-7 provides some interesting facts. Less than 30 percent of each instruction set is used to code 90 percent or more of the programs studied, whereas 25 and 35 percent of the instruction sets were not used at all. Register usage is higher in the UYK-7 than in the KA-10, where the KA-10 registers are general-purpose instead of being divided into special-usage sets. Without more detailed studies that set out to measure the same characteristics in the same way for both military and commercial systems, little else can be said in comparing the two types.

Table 6. A Summary of the Results from a Commercial System Study

DEC System 10 (KA-10 CPU)\textsuperscript{16}

1. Instruction set utilization

128 out of 421 instructions would suffice for 98.8\% of code examined.

147 out of 421 instructions were completely unused.
Table 6. (Cont'd) A Summary of the Results from a Commercial System Study

2. **Register utilization** (18 registers available)

   Fewer than 10 were used for 90% of instructions counted in all 41 programs.

   Fewer than eight were used for 98% of instructions counted in 29 out of the 41 programs.

   If only eight registers were available, the instruction counts would increase by only 20% for all 41 programs.

3. **Calling sequences**

   Instruction counts for calling sequences can be as high as 25% of the total instruction count.

The breadth of application of various commercial computers contains an important lesson for the military tactical data processing community. A wide range of capabilities is now represented across the hardware spectrum of maxi-, mini-, and microcomputers. The commercial world has found it highly desirable to maintain compatibility across all these levels insofar as possible. Where it is not possible, they aim at least for common development tools so that customers can be convinced to choose equipment that is most appropriate from the hardware spectrum for particular applications. In this way, system growth requiring new hardware will have minimal impact on already developed software. Compatibility across hardware is then aimed at allowing software retention throughout system growth. Since military software development and maintenance represent a growing proportion of system costs, this approach should be of great interest.

Commercial application breadth can also be characterized in terms of a system spectrum. To look at a single example, IBM S/360 family of machines and software are in use over a wide range that includes the data base management of billions of bytes of data to the limited 65K-byte memory on the 16-inch (40 centimeters) space-qualified Hybrid Technology Computer (HTC) version from IBM Federal Systems Division.

One way to view the projected developments in commercial data processing is to consider economic impacts. The user software base for each of the major commercial lines has grown large enough to provide considerable economic inertia against any radical system changes. Thus it is to be expected that development will continue for some time to be evolutionary rather than revolutionary.
COMMERCIAL MACHINES IN TACTICAL USE

Commercial machines have many times been used successfully in various types of military tactical systems. A study of U.S. Army Electronics Command tactical systems showed that in March 1974, 26 projects had chosen 13 different computers (10 others had not yet specified a computer). Eleven of those 26 projects had, in fact, chosen commercial machines, ranging from an INTEL 8808 microprocessor to a ROLM 1602 minicomputer (a militarized NOVA) and a Burroughs B3500.17

The ROLM 1602 is a particular example of a machine directly derived from a standard commercial architecture and is implemented in military standard hardware for tactical use. The 1602 architecture is based on the NOVA series of compatible machines built by the Data General Corporation. It was ruggedized and repackaged to fit the standard air transport rack (ATR) form factor and qualified for the environmental specifications of MIL-E-5400, MIL-E-4158, and MIL-E-16400. By design then, the 1602 is a militarized machine capable of directly executing standard commercial NOVA code. At the time ROLM elected to work from the NOVA architecture, approximately 5000 NOVA machines were delivered with a considerable support software and peripheral base.

The Navy standard AN/UYK-20 minicomputer is also based on a commercially available architecture, the UNIVAC 1616. At the time of selection, however, only a couple hundred 1616 machines were delivered and very little support software existed. It was shown by MITRE,18 in an excellent review of computer use, that large projects (such as the Defense Support program), which made extensive use of widely supported commercial computers and software, were able to control costs and schedules much better than those that used special-purpose processors with little support software.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MILITARY DATA PROCESSING

The separation of commercial and tactical or military data processing equipment originated in the early 1960's. Available technology limited the implementation of a computer architecture to physically large systems whose volume was approximately several hundred cubic feet, whose power requirements were several thousand watts, and whose cost was several million dollars. This was reflected in an early DOD directive19 and later amplified concerning the responsibilities of the Administration of the Automatic Data Processing Program when the definition section of the directive attempted to clarify Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) resources. Part of the definition section from DOD Directive S100.40 of 18 May 1972 is included below:
Definitions

I. ADP Resources are defined as the totality of:

A. Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) -- General purpose, commercially available automatic data processing components and the equipment systems created from them, regardless of use, size, capacity, or price, which are designed to be applied to the solution or processing of a variety of problems or applications and which are not specifically designed, as opposed to configured, for any specific application.

1. This definition includes:
   a. Digital, analog, or hybrid computer equipment;
   b. Auxiliary or accessorail equipment such as data communications terminals, tape cleaners, tape testers, source data automation recording equipment (e.g., optical character recognition equipment, paper tape typewriters, magnetic tape cartridge typewriters, and other data acquisition devices), data output equipment (e.g., digital plotters, computer output microfilmers), etc., to be used in substantial support of digital, analog, or hybrid computer equipment, either cable-connected, wire-connected, or self-standing and whether selected or acquired with a computer, or separately; and
   c. Punched card accounting machines (PCM) used in conjunction with or independently of digital, analog, or hybrid computers.

2. This definition excludes, except for reporting and as may be directed by the Secretary of Defense, computer equipment which is integral to a combat weapons system when:
   a. It is physically incorporated into the weapon, or
   b. It is integral to the weapons system from a design and procurement and operations viewpoint, or
   c. Separate selection, acquisition, and/or management of the computer equipment would be infeasible.
For the purpose of this Directive, being integral to a combat weapons system means being dedicated to and essential in real time to the performance of the mission of the weapons system in combat; e.g., automatic combat command, control and communications processing for specific combat weapons. Computer equipment used for logistic or administrative support of a weapons system, or which can be selected and acquired from commercial product lines independent of other components of the weapons system, is not covered by this exclusion. For purposes of this definition, a combat weapons system is an instrument of combat either offensive or defensive, used to destroy, injure, or threaten the enemy. It consists of the total entity that is an instrument of combat, which may incorporate in itself a complex assembly of functional parts, e.g., F-104 aircraft, FBM submarine, M-60 tank, Hawk missile.

The purpose of the exclusions is to maintain in the program office the full responsibility for the RDT&E of the combat weapons system in which computers are subordinate elements.

Although the intent of the directive is to achieve standardization and economy in the use of DOD ADPE, it excludes the standardization of computers integral to weapon systems apparently because they are not viewed as general-purpose data processing machines but as specialized electronic components. This separation, of course, is favorable to defense contractors who could lock in their own computer hardware and software to a weapon system and the often necessary follow-on backfits and upgrades. To some extent this was alleviated in the Navy by the recognition of the need for a standard tactical data processor for weapon systems. However, the intrinsic notion of tactical data processing being different is still pursued and divorced from commercial ADPE.

One example of how the Navy has specified computer requirements in the past, is provided by the Navy's AN/UYK-20 procurement specification. The architectural requirements as written can be satisfied by nearly any commercially available minicomputer. One detail that does have computer architectural impact is the requirement that negative zero never show up in any register accessible to the users. This implies use of two's-complement arithmetic or hardware trap and conversion of the negative zero in one's-complement arithmetic. The majority of commercial minicomputers use two's-complement arithmetic, automatically satisfying the requirement.

A different example of the lack of coordination between requirements and processor choice has come from an analysis of the A-6E aircraft navigation computer (by Professor Kodres of the Naval Postgraduate
School), which shows a mismatch between the precision of the input data and the computational precision maintained through the navigational calculations. An alternate microcomputer implementation has been studied to take advantage of the observed modularity in computer operations and of the low cost of microprocessor chips. Such a microcomputer system allowed cost-effective introduction of floating-point arithmetic in place of scaled fixed-point, making applications programming considerably more convenient.

CURRENT AND FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

The military has spent and is spending considerable effort attempting to define future computer and computer system requirements. A study for the Navy and Marine Corps\(^2\) begins with functional requirements and refines them for specific details. Table 7 represents an extraction of those computer requirements having some kind of architectural impact. These requirements can again be satisfied by nearly every major commercial minicomputer.

Table 8 gives functional requirements detailed in an Air Force study of future data processing requirements.\(^1\) It is noted that most of these are within today's software technology capabilities. It will be the special nature of command and control itself that will keep the necessary application software from becoming commercially available off-the-shelf.

Table 7. Future Navy Computer Architectural Requirements

- floating-point arithmetic
- fixed-point arithmetic
- conditional branching
- extensive interrupt system
- indirect addressing
  (min/max operations)
  (round-off operation)
Table 8. Future Air Force Computer Functional Requirements

- online data management and display
- computational assistance
- optimization (tactical)
- real-time data entry, reduction, and transmission
- online aids to command decisions
- real-time simulation exercise

The common factor among these studies is a lack of specific computer architectural details that imply the requirements for tactical military data processing are different from those of commercial data processing. What will be the most important issue is the balance to be achieved between the benefits of stabilizing the computer architecture and the desire to take advantage of possible growth in technology. It is extremely important not to lock out growth in attempting to provide standardization. Careful examination and determination of appropriate boundaries for specifying interface requirements will be necessary.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Support the Computer Family Architecture (CFA) program in implementing a baseline architecture for a military computer family.

2. Emphasize the availability of software development tools for the CFA baseline in order to reduce the cost of software development and maintenance.

3. Design instrumentation (software and hardware monitoring capabilities) into all current developing and future systems for analysis and evaluation.

4. Make sure all interface specifications and standardization developments are flexible enough to promote system incorporation of future technological advances.

5. Maintain a high level of awareness of commercial research and development in appropriate areas such as distributed processing and system reliability. Careful evaluation for architectural impact will be required, especially in terms of distributed processing and higher order languages (HOL's).
SUMMARY

In terms of computer architectural features required to support applications programs, tactical military data processing is the same as commercial data processing. It is, therefore, desirable economically to capitalize on available commercial technology in both hardware and software by choosing to develop a military computer family from a baseline commercial architecture. Care will be needed in interface specification and standardization development to allow for future growth. Limited military data processing budgets will require detailed cognizance of commercial investigations into research areas like higher order language (HOL) development and distributed processing techniques. Movement of applications programmers "away from the machine" through use of HOL's will allow any future computer architectural evolution to be implemented with minimal impact on the programmer and application program.

User community size and economic investment (usually in software) constitute a large force toward keeping computer architectural development evolutionary rather than revolutionary. Careful interface control will allow graceful incorporation of technological advances into existing systems. The same economic concerns will "push" commercial developments as well as military ones; the capability for the military to adapt commercial technology into their own systems will thus continue to be of major importance.

Many commercial and military computers are currently performing tactical military data processing tasks adequately although the support costs of maintaining a variety of unique systems is escalating. The question is whether a variety can continue to provide cost-effective solutions to military computing requirements in the future. If no is the accepted answer, it appears that standardization, which will take advantage of commercial technology, will offer a good alternate.
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